This study examines the effect of eliminating series authority control on the receipt of unintended duplicates, specifically in the context of approval plans. Random samples were drawn from two large plans at the Ohio State University Libraries (OSUL). Data were gathered from the approval plan vendors' records, bibliographic records, Library of Congress series authority records (for items with series), and the physical items of OSUL-owned titles in each series. Data were also gathered from approval plan vendors regarding their reliance on nationallevel authority work for purposes of identifying items with series. The data from records were used to determine the degree of variance among multiple sources of series information. The results show that 5,838 series items received by OSUL through these two approval plans in FY1993/94 would not be under series control if national-level efforts of control were not in place. Approximately 1200 of these have series statements that do not match with one or more series statements found on items already in the collection.
INTRODUCTION
In 1993, the Library of Congress (LC) proposed to discontinue most of the series authority work it now performs. The proposal was a result of a desire to simplify cataloging operations and reduce arrearages at LC [1] . Reactions were numerous. AUTOCAT, a cataloging listserv, posted several official responses from institutions. Individuals also contributed views. Many called for research to look at the effect on patrons and staff of having no series authority control. After much discussion, Sarah E. Thomas, Director of Cataloging at LC, announced on November 4, 1994 , that the Library of Congress would continue to provide added entries and series authorities. Included in the remarks was the statement that "[r]espondents made it clear that acquisitions and collection development activities would be adversely impacted . . ." [2] . The research reported here examines series authority control in the context of acquisitions. that were revised in the records that were changed. Because current cataloging rules give emphasis to title main entry for series, most of the changes to series names will appear in the uniform title (130) field. Of 4,732 changes made to the 1XX fields over the 30-day period, 415 or 8.8% were made to the 130 field. Overall, the figures illustrate the dynamic nature of the LC authority files. The authors conclude that " [i] t is safe to assert that if it is not kept up to date in some manner, inaccurate and conflicting headings will accumulate rather rapidly in a local system file, even one that has been cleaned up and brought into conformance with the LC NAF and SAF [subject authority file] before being loaded" [15] .
Kuhagen also discusses the national resource authority file. She presents the data content standards for series authority records including policies for when a series authority record (SAR) should be created, under what conditions title variations and/or title changes should be represented, the level of record created, and some of the specifics of the guidelines for numbers of authority records and types of references to be created that are contained in the Library of Congress Rule Interpretations [16] . Kuhagen explains "that references in the SARs fall into four categories: 1) from the form not chosen as main entry; 2) from variant forms of titles; 3) to earlier and later headings; and 4) and from the pre-AACR2 form [17] . Kuhagen notes that the NAF is the Library of Congress's authority file; LC has no other. She makes the point that since AACR2 guidelines for creating references are independent of local processing practice, and because so many libraries depend on the NAF, LC has the responsibility of maintaining records that do not necessarily reflect the Library's in-house handling of the series.
Obviously, because of the degree of LC's contribution to national and international authority control efforts, a major change in LC policies has enormous impact on the operation of other libraries. The quantity of records requiring maintenance alone, as illustrated by the figures of Calhoun and Oskins above, indicate the resources required for a centrally guided national authority control effort. If LC had implemented its proposal to eliminate most of its authority work for series, then individual libraries would have been faced with the decision of whether to follow LC's lead. During the 1994 annual meeting of the National Serials Interest Group (NASIG), Geer-Butler and McKay presented a study of cost factors involved in series authority work at Trinity University. The researchers demonstrated that "decreased authority work by the Library of Congress will result in cost increases at other institutions. If series work is diminished or abandoned, the result will be decreased efficiency and productivity as materials will be processed slower and duplicate purchases will increase" [18] . Some of the institutional responses to the LC series proposal raised the issue of the costs, on a national scale, of duplicated authority work among institutions. However, most libraries indicated that they really would have no choice but to follow LC in abandoning series authority control. These libraries made it clear that they do not have the resources to take over series authority control. Renette Davis, Senior Serials Cataloger of the University of Chicago, although responding on the behalf of her institution, could have represented many libraries when she wrote: "It is clear that if LC adopts all or part of this proposal as policy, The University of Chicago's four cataloging units . . . will have to follow suit, for both original and copy cataloging. In the Cataloging Department, we have tied our series practices very closely to those of the Library of Congress, with regard to both form of names and treatment." [19] The final consideration in maintaining authority files is the effect on various library services if the files are not maintained. In preparing its response to the LC proposal, the University of Chicago performed a small study on loss of collocation of series if series authority work is not done. Cataloging staff examined 132 incoming volumes with series and found "that in 36% of the cases, there would be a loss of collation in our catalog if authority work were not done, because a variation in series title on one of the pieces would not collocate with other entries for that series in the online catalog" [20] . The University of Chicago Cataloging Department followed this study with a brief survey of acquisitions, collection development, and reference staff to determine how diminished authority control for series would affect the work in these areas. The report concludes that, in their library, there will be a workload shift from original cataloging to copy cataloging, reference and inter-library loan activities.
Despite the calls from the field for more research, made at the time of LC's initial announcement, very few articles have been published five years later that specifically address issues of series authority control as it relates to non-cataloging functions of the library, and particularly to acquisitions and collection development. Authority control is useful for collection development and acquisitions to the degree that it assists staff in acquiring all the items desired in a series and that it prevents the acquisition of unwanted duplicates. The issue of duplication is discussed in articles that compare standing orders and approval plans as methods of acquisition. One article discusses the compatibility of the two methods from the point of view of the vendor [21] . Others evaluate the effectiveness of approval plans in comparison to standing orders from the library point of view [22, 23, 24] . Wilkas reports on one institution's acquisition department's efforts to record online series data that are helpful to patrons and staff [25] . McKay and Geer discuss series authority records in an integrated system as an illustration of one means to enhance catalog effectiveness for all users, but especially for library staff [26] . Other than this illustrative article, no articles were identified that examined the value of series authority control to acquisitions and collection development outside the context of a comparison of methods for obtaining materials.
This study was designed to fill that gap by examining the question: To what extent (if any) will eliminating series authority control at the national level increase the potential for duplicates? Specifically, the issue is examined in the context of approval plans at one large university. What are the variances between the records currently supplied by approval plan vendors and the series titles now used in our catalogs? How frequently do variances occur in how the series is presented among different items in the series? How frequently are these variances (both approval plan record variances and item variances) captured in the form of cross references on national-level authority records? How many items are likely to be affected by variances in a large library catalog? The answers to these questions indicate the extent of variance in vendor records, and on physical items. Taken together they present the extent of the series name inconsistencies that could occur in a single year of a large collection and catalog if no NAF was available and the library did not perform series authority control locally.
The importance of vendor operations to this issue is acknowledged. In 1987 Alessi wrote that:
"Series control is an integral part of every approval vendor's operation. It is critical for the approval vendor to identify new titles in series as well as titles in ongoing series, if the approval plan is not to interfere with a library's standing orders." [27] It is possible that series control is monitored sufficiently by the vendors for purposes of preventing unwanted duplicates. It is also possible, however, that vendors depend upon nationallevel authority records as libraries do. Although the focus of this study is on the effect of eliminating national-level series authority control on the monitoring of series within the library, the issue of whether current bibliographic control efforts of the approval plan vendors are enough, at least with respect to acquisitions, is also discussed.
METHODOLOGY
The study involved an examination of the receipts for the fiscal year 1993/94 from two large approval plans at The Ohio State University Libraries (OSUL). A random sample of 382 items was drawn from 17,197 titles received from Baker & Taylor; also, 335 items were drawn from 1,141 titles received from Harrassowitz. The sample sizes were determined using a table for sample sizes for finite binomial populations [28] . The sample sizes achieve, with 95% confidence, a statistical precision of ± 5% in the estimated proportion.
For all sampled items, data were gathered from the individual item record provided by the approval plan vendor, and the matching LC bibliographic record from the OCLC database. In all cases, Library of Congress records were chosen, if available. For those items that were identified as belonging to a series, additional data were gathered from the Library of Congress series authority record (SAR), and from physical items of OSUL-owned titles in each series. The examination of physical items in the series involved determining the location of any series statement(s) on the items. Any variations of series titles were checked against the see from reference (4XX) fields of the SARs to see if references were provided from the variants to the established form of the series title.
Series information from the vendor's individual item record was compared with the established heading field in order to determine the degree of variance between the two when a national authority resource file is available. Series statements found on the physical items were compared with series authority records to determine the degree to which varying statements on the items were linked through authority control. As discussed later, this comparison indicates potential difficulties in identifying items with series, in a database without control.
Part of the 1993 LC proposal was to discontinue making series authority records for numbered series, classed separately. Therefore, the series authority records were examined to determine the proportion of series received on the approval plans that were: 1) numbered; 2) currently traced by LC; and 3) currently classed separately by LC. The data on the series authority records also reveal whether the title on the record represents a monographic series, a multi-part item, or if it is considered a series-like-phrase by LC. Collectively, these data give an indication as to how many series items received by OSUL through approval plans would no longer be under nationally coordinated authority control if LC had ceased its efforts in this area. The data indicate the size of the task for OSUL to maintain, alone, an internal system of series authority control. These data were analyzed using a PC-version of SAS Statistical Software.
In addition, information was sought from the acquisition and cataloging staff of OSUL, and four approval plan vendors about their internal processes for series authority control. Questions were designed to determine the degree that OSUL and vendors rely on LC's authority work in the process of identifying series. OSUL acquisitions staff were asked if they verify the series information they receive from vendors, and if so, how? Do they check series statements on items received against their catalog? the NAF? and/or their own internal files? Cataloging staff were asked if they rely on LC's authority work in the process of establishing a series heading for use in the catalog.
After a brief e-mail introduction explaining the project, representatives of the Academic Book Center, Baker & Taylor, Harrassowitz, and Yankee Book Peddlar were asked if their respective companies rely on the national NAF (LC's) for series verification. If the answer to that question was yes, they were asked what they do if no series entry is found in that file for a series in hand, whether their company maintains an authority file separate from the NAF, and if their company ever handles a series differently from the way that LC handles it. The final question asked how their company monitors varying series statements among items in a series. Included with this question was a request for an outline of procedures followed for an item that appears to be in series. In order to clarify this request for a description of procedures, two questions were provided as examples of the type of information sought: 1) If the physical item is not present, what alerts [vendor name] personnel to the possibility that a title might be in series? 2) What kind of follow-through takes place in the identification process? "Vendors were requested to respond by e-mail or, if more convenient, a phone appointment was offered. For all vendors, this initial group of questions was followed by one or two questions to clarify a point or test this author's interpretation of a response.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Processing of Items with Series by OSUL and Approval Plan Vendors
OSUL. When the OSU Libraries receive an item on approval, it is searched by title in the online catalog, prior to its placement on collection managers' review shelves. Any series title appearing on the approval plan record, or on the title page of the item-in-hand, is also searched. If during the bibliographic search the title of the item is not found, it is assumed that there are no holdings at OSU. Although an extensive bibliographic search for potential series involvement does not occur, if the searcher notices a very similar title in close alphabetic proximity (i.e., on the same screen), this information is noted for review by a collection manager. The collection manager will then make a judgment call on the item. However, because the vendors are regularly provided a list of series and standing orders created from the OSU continuation order files, items with series that might otherwise fit the OSUL's approval plan profiles are eliminated by the vendor prior to shipment. This procedure reduces, greatly, the number of items with series received through approval plans.
After a book is selected for inclusion in the collection by a collection manager, it is sent to acquisitions processing for copy cataloging. The staff member performing the copy cataloging searches for an OCLC bibliographic record that matches the item-in-hand, giving preference to LC records. When a potential match is found, author, title, imprint, physical description, and access points are all compared. Series information is accepted if it is pretty similar. The selected record overlays the order record in the catalog. Any needed authority work is batch processed at a later time by the authority control section [29] . OSU uses the LC authority file and LC authority records for verifying the construction of access points. However, if no LC record is available, any other reasonable record is used. OSU is a NACO (Name Authorities Cooperative) library and so has the training and authorization to add records to the national file.
This description of procedures shows OSUL's reliance upon national-level cooperative cataloging. Even though the authority work does not occur during the initial processing of the receipts from the approval plan, the authority work does occur later in the process. Preference is given to the work of LC and, therefore, the authority efforts of LC greatly influence the form of headings in OSU's catalog. For the OSUL, some degree of variance during bibliographic verification of items in an order is manageable and is not likely to result in unintended duplicates. The process includes some insurance. The number of series items received through approval plans is greatly reduced by blocking items that OSU considers continuations, by the collection managers' expertise and experience, and by verification of access points through authority work at a later date.
Vendors. Three of the vendors were able to respond to the author's query. All noted the importance of monitoring series.
"If a library has one vendor for approval plans and another for standing orders, it is critical that the library provide the approval vendor a list of standing order titles to block from coverage. Approximately 30% of what an approval vendor handles is part of some kind of series, so it's important to correctly identify which titles to block." [30] None of the vendors rely on the LC NAF directly; they all work from their own internal files, and from the standing order lists supplied by libraries. One vendor described his company's list as a "function file" rather than an authority file. Vendors agreed that some variation in how a series is cited is workable in the context of fulfilling approval plan orders; and, in fact, they expect LC, publishers, and libraries to cite series titles with some variations.
"As long as we can determine with a fair degree of accuracy that an approval title is already being supplied to a library on a standing order, we don't insist that the series title conform to a specific authority list. Usually, series titles from mainstream presses are cited fairly uniformly by everyone involved. When they are not, we take our best educated guess." [31] A couple of the vendors noted that the system seems to work quite well because the prevention of duplicates is considered a strong point of their services. However, it was also mentioned that in a cataloging context, acceptance of variance is a different matter: ". . . the expression of a series title in a cataloging record may involve a different set of rules entirely than does the vendor's own database. It is possible to control duplication effectively without using formal cataloging practices-but when delivering cataloging records, such [cataloging] practice is required. . . . Thus, the form of a series entry in the vendor's world may depend on its use." [32] In this, the OSUL and vendors agree.
Even though the vendors do not rely directly on LC's national authority file (and, in the case of Harrassowitz, the files of the Deutsche Bibliothek, as well), they all use some combination of CIP (Cataloging in Publication) data, LC MARC records, and if available, ISSNs (International Standard Serials Numbers). Harrassowitz reported that approximately "50% of the records we release into our Web Site and into our form selection program have been cataloged in autopsy [i.e., with item in hand]. [For these,] then, there is no problem with series entry. . . . For the other half of the titles we rely on the most reliable sources that we can get, usually the national bibliographies (CIP), and this also should preclude errors in the citation of the series." [33] In order to gain greater understanding of the degree of reliance on national level cataloging, the author asked two of the vendors for clarification. Both vendors acknowledged that although they do not rely on national authority files, they do depend on national-level authority work-through national-level cataloging records. This point is important because if this reliance is representative of vendor practices, then current practice is not enough to cover a loss in national-level authority control-at least in the short term. If vendors found they were shipping unintended duplicates, they could, of course, develop procedures for more extensive authority work. However, the immediate effect of reduced series authority work on the national level would be less certainty in the identification of items with series for vendors and libraries alike.
Description of the Sample
Overall, the Harrassowitz plan provided more items with series. Nearly three fifths of the items from the Harrassowitz sample were part of a series; approximately one third of the items from the Baker & Taylor sample were part of a series (Table 1) . For most series only one item of the series was received during the 1993/94 year: the Baker & Taylor plan had five series represented by two items and one series represented by three items, but the remaining 110 items each represented a different series. The Harrassowitz plan had nine series represented by two items, one series represented by three, one by four, and one by five items. Series represented by only one item comprised 93.7% (179/191) of the Harrassowitz sample (Table 2) . A total of six items (from both plans) belong to two series. Table 3 ). This means that working only from the series information on the vendor record, ≈88% of the items would result in verification during bibliographic searching in a database constructed and maintained in accordance with the NAF. For Harrassowitz items the figures are similar. Of the 186 series items noted on the Harrassowitz records, 148 (79.6%) matched established headings on the SARs, and 12 (6.5%) matched cross-references meaning that 86% of the items would be verified in the process of bibliographic searching (Table 3) .
The match rate to the established heading for both vendors together is 80.5% ((92+148)/ (112+186)). If these vendors were suddenly faced with a situation where there was no nationallevel authority effort and, therefore, cross references were no longer available to the library that had depended upon them in the past, the potential number of variances in headings is large. For the Baker & Taylor plan, the sample of 382 was drawn from a population of 17,197 items received. Items with series numbered 123 or 32.2% of these. A 20% non-match rate for OSUL approval plans, means that approximately 1100 series items (17,197 X 32 .2% X 20%) from Baker & Taylor, and 130 items (1,141 X 57% X 20%) from Harrassowitz, per year, would not match series information on bibliographic records in OCLC. With so many series not matching bibliographic records, there is great potential for not verifying items with series, and for receiving unintended duplicates. Over time, the inconsistencies in series citation practice would accumulate making the identification of series a more complex process.
TABLE 4 Location of Series Statements on Books Series Statements on Physical Items
Another issue in considering the need for series authority control is the degree to which series statements vary on a single item in the series and/or among all items in the series. Items from series identified in the sample and owned by the OSUL were checked for the location of series statements and for any variations in how the statements appeared. Each item was examined to see if the series title appeared in some form on the cover, a list at the front or back of the item, a series title page, the spine, the title page of the book, and the verso of the title page. It should be noted that series statements occurring only in cataloging-in-publication (CIP) data on the verso of title page, were not counted. The reason for omitting series fields in CIP data are that if LC were to abandon series authority control, any series statements appearing in CIP data would not be controlled. The data in Table 4 show that many items had multiple indications that they were part of a series. In fact, for Harrassowitz items the number of statements (423) more than doubles the number of series (191) . For the books received on both plans, series information was most likely to be found on a separate series title page. As well, the information found on a series title page is the most complete. Not surprisingly, given the limited space available, series statements on the spine had the greatest variation.
In terms of accuracy and efficiency, the best place to find series information is the series title page. However, if there is no title page, a second source must be examined. For Baker & Taylor, the percentage of series statements that could be found on the cover and the individual title page were almost equal. Because title page information is generally considered more reliable, and because OSUL staff look for series information on the title page, the title page was examined as a second source. For the Baker & Taylor items, 30 series (24.4%) did not have separate title pages. Examining the individual item title pages for those 30 series, 22 series statements (73.3%) could be found, and only one of these varied from the uniform title established by LC. For series from Harrassowitz, both the title page and the cover were checked as possible second sources. Both were checked because statements appeared on the covers for such a high percentage (61.3%) of series in the sample. For the 35 series that were not represented by separate series title pages, the data from the two secondary sources were almost identical in terms of the provision of series information that matches the current practices for establishing uniform titles for series. For 21 series (60.0%) information could be found on the title page of the book. Four of these were variations of the established headings. For 22 of the series (62.9%) information could be found on the cover, and five of these statements varied from established headings.
For the 123 items with series from the sample received through the Baker & Taylor plan, 23 (18.7%) had at least one item with a series statement that did not match other statements found on OSUL-owned items. For the 191 series in the sample of Harrassowitz-provided items, 47 (24.6%) had items with statements that varied in form. This figure is not as high as the 36% reported by the University of Chicago, but in contrast to the University of Chicago data which came from all acquisition receipts, the present study examined only titles in series that are received on approval. However, 18-25% is still quite a bit of variance. Without authority control, there is great potential for recording titles of series in multiple ways, and as multiple forms of titles proliferate, bibliographic verification becomes more difficult.
Description of Series, Series Authority Records, and LC Treatment of Series in Sample
There were 307 series authority records (SARs) representing the series from both plans ( Table 5 ). Of these, the proportion was nearly equal between records that were new (55%) and records that were revised (45%). For the Baker & Taylor-provided series, nearly 38% of the SARs were revised; 62% were new. The division SARs for series provided by Harrassowitz were half and half: half the records were new and half were revised. Because this study examined only SARs, there is no way to tell if these figures are comparable to Calhoun and Oskins report that 38% of all the NAF records processed by OCLC over a 30-day period were revised. However, both studies illustrate the dynamic nature of the NAF.
Almost all of the series (99.3%) in both samples are monographic series and multi-part items (Table 6 ). There is quite a bit of difference, however, between the samples from the two plans in regard to series that are numbered. Only 37.8% of the series provided by the Baker & Taylor plan were numbered. That percentage is nearly doubled (77.7%) for series provided by Harrassowitz. Over half (56.3%) of the series received through Baker & Taylor are unnumbered; only 18.1% of the Harrassowitz-provided series are unnumbered. The LC proposal would have eliminated making series authority records for unnumbered series or unnumbered multi-part items.
TABLE 6 LC's Description and Treatment of Series in the Research Sample
Based only on the consideration of whether a series is numbered, the implementation of the proposal would have meant that there would be no national-level authority control performed for one third (32.9%) of the series items received by the OSUL through these two authority plans.
LC had proposed to continue to make series authority records "for numbered series classified as collections and for numbered, analyzable, multi-part items," noting that these two types of series account for 14% of all the SARs [34] . The percentage of series received by the OSUL that were classed together (by LC) is much lower. Overall, only 11 (3.6%) of all the series items from the two approval plans were classed together. 112 (94.1%) of the series provided by Baker & Taylor and 182 (96.8%) of the series provided by Harrassowitz are classed separately by LC. For the OSUL, a decision by LC to perform series authority control only for items which LC classes together would provide very little assistance at all.
Currently, 292 (95%) of the items received through the OSUL's Baker & Taylor and Harrassowitz approval plans are traced. A change in policy of the magnitude of the LC proposal would mean that almost none of these items would be traced in the future.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The two major approval plans used by the Ohio State University Libraries handle many items with series. One-hundred twenty-three (123) or 32.2% of the 382 items sampled from the Baker & Taylor receipts (17, 197 items) are with series. For the Harrassowitz receipts (1,141 items), 191 (57%) of the 335 items sampled are with series. In total these figures translate to 5,538 items (±5%) with series received through Baker & Taylor, and 651 items (±5%) with series received through Harrassowitz, annually. Most of the series were represented by only one item in the samples.
Authority control is useful to acquisitions if it assists staff in acquiring all the items desired in a series and if it prevents the acquisition of unintended duplicates. A major question in this study was how well do the current services of approval plan vendors assist acquisitions staff in these tasks. In terms of the identifying individual items in a series, the vendors did well. However, the means for indicating this information to the library could be confusing. Titles were often abbreviated or truncated and at least for Baker & Taylor, the information could be recorded in one of several parts of the vendor record. If a library were depending on vendors for series collocation (to assist in weeding out unwanted duplicates), the consistent placement of the recording of series information would be helpful. As discussed in the section on agreement between the vendor record and the SAR, approximately 20% (58/298) of all items identified by both vendors as series did not match the headings established for the title of the series as established by LC. Many of the variances were due to the use of abbreviations and truncation of titles by the vendors. For the task of matching, the experienced searcher can still recognize the abbreviated titles. However, if the bibliographic records were themselves not under authority control, matching titles could be more difficult. Vendors, too, rely on national level authority work so that a reduction of the level of cooperative authority work is likely to create more variance on vendor records, compounding the difficulty of verification. Many of the institutional responses to the LC proposal indicated that if LC were to discontinue providing authority control for series, the institutions would have to follow suit. What is the potential for inconsistencies to occur in the catalog if series authority control is no longer provided? The data from this study indicate that series information appears in multiple locations on many items and that between 12-15% of these statements vary in form of presentation. The sources most consistent with current policies for heading construction is the separate series title page and the individual item title pages.
Of the 123 series items in the sample of items received through the Baker & Taylor plan, 23 (18.7%) would not match with one of the series statements found on items already in the collection. For the 191 items with series in the Harrassowitz sample, 47 (24.6%) of the items contained series statements that would conflict with statements on other items already represented in the catalog. If authority control is not performed, a rate of 18-25% of items received in a collection the size of OSUL's, represents a considerable loss in collocation of items with series.
One of LC's proposals was to discontinue making series authority records for numbered series, classed separately. The data in Table 6 show that, based on the samples in this study, such an action would eliminate authority control for 94.1% of the items added to the OSUL's collections through the Baker & Taylor approval plan, and for 96.8% of the items received through the Harrassowitz Plan. For the 1993/94 fiscal year, 94.1% of the Baker & Taylor items with series added to the OSUL's collections, translates to 5210 items (±5%). For Harrassowitz, 96.8% of the items with series added to the collections is 630 items (±5%).
The proportion (45%, see Table 5 ) of revised series authority records encountered for items in the samples shows the dynamic nature of series authority work. Many changes in records are made as a result of new information discovered in processing new items. The fact that nearly half the records consulted for this study had been changed is further indication that without authority control it would become very difficult to be able to identify all items in a particular series. Carol Pitts [Hawks] Diedrichs, Head of the OSUL Acquisition Department, stated in her department's response to the series proposal that:
"no series control means pre-order search will take longer and be less accurate because more variant forms of a series will need to be located and evaluated. . . . It is essential to have series control for titles ordered as series and cataloged separately as monographs to ensure all published titles in the series have been received. Lack of series control will result in increased purchase of unintended duplicates." [35] The data in this study bear this out. For series received through approval plans, much of the elimination of duplicates occurs prior to receipt of approval plan orders. However, the variance of series information on vendor reports, physical items themselves, and series authority control records indicates that a reduction of national-level authority control would make the verification of series information for all receipts very difficult. Even for items with series received on approval, an 18-25% variance is substantial in a collection the size of OSU's.
